
SI-EMDR
Somatically 
informed EMDR

Drawing on Affective NeuroScience
to expand the role of Somatic 
Processing in EMDR, with particular 
reference to the Motor side of the 
Nervous System.
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Bold Statement!
1. Basic protocol can be improved very simply

2. Long protocols are not needed

3. The body’s Urges and Impulses are poorly represented in the basic protocol, EMDR 
training, and literature

4. 80% of EMDR consultants studied, processed somatically (Derek Farrell 
correspondence)

5. Most ‘sensation’ is somaticized or repressed Impulse

6. To divorce sensation from impulse is a symptom of somatic dissociation

Panksepp: ’Emotional Action’ system referenced 44 times

F. Shapiro EMDR bible: only 3 references to impulse including ‘pounding the floor’.
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Basic NeuroScience:
Definitions and Functions of Motor and Sensory NS

1. Autonomic (Involuntary) Nervous System: 

Motor and Sensory connections. Examples 

• The eye: Light and pupillary dilation

• The skin: Heat and vasodilation/constriction 

• The GIT: Peristalsis, Increased stretch sensation causes muscle 
contraction PROPERTY OF EMDR UK 2022



2. Voluntary NS Motor and Sensory connections

• Eyes: sudden sensory input, you turn your head away, can be reflex or choice

• Ears: Sudden sensory input, hands go to ears, can be a reflex or choice

• Heat on skin: Sudden sensory input, body moves away, reflex or choice
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Motor and Sensory in Continuous Feedback Loops including higher 
processing

• Hunger    motor effects: causes salivation, seek food

• Thirst motor effects: tongue movement, seek water

• Cold motor effect: peripheral vasoconstriction, seek heat

• Shame motor effect: head drops, seek safety

• Grief motor effect: crying, seek connection

• Rage motor effect: raised blood pressure, seek perpetrator
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Panksepp and the Primary Process 
Emotional Action Systems

Studied animals' behaviour when 
stimulating the brain electrically.

Found 7 primary emotional action 
systems, all present in the 
periaqueductal grey matter (PAG) in the 
Brainstem.

Each with their own neurotransmitters, 
attendant motor activity, hence the 
name Emotional Action Systems 

• Care

• Seeking

• Lust

• Play

• Fear

• Rage

• Grief/panicPROPERTY OF EMDR UK 2022



Threat Cascade

• Focus – Fear system – Actions: body tightens, eyes alert, blood pressure rise, look

• Flight – Fear system – Actions: fast movement away from or to safety

• Fight – Rage system - Actions: attack/defend physically

• Freeze – accelerator and brake – Actions: SNS ready, PSNS brake

• Flop – collapse, submit – Action: PSNS activation, slump, inhibit SNS

• Fawn – Fear system with Ventral Vagus – Action: Engage, make self smaller, 
appease

• Forget – dissociation – Action: Engage muscle tension to create neurological 
firewall
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Motor Sensory

Indivisible Parts of the Whole
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Emotional Action Networks

The primary-process emotions are all connected to 
movements, and the evidence now indicates that raw 
emotional feelings arise from the same ancient brain 
networks that control our instinctual emotional life. 
Despite many theories in the field, the facts indicate 
that these raw emotional feelings arise from the 
emotional action networks of the brain. (my emphases)

Panksepp, Jaak; Biven, Lucy. The Archaeology of Mind: Neuroevolutionary Origins of 
Human Emotions. W. W. Norton & Company. Kindle Edition. PROPERTY OF EMDR UK 2022



Further, it is rather difficult to provoke intense RAGE within the 

confines of human brain-imaging technologies. fMRI scans trace 

blood flow in the brain with the assumption that more blood will 

flow to areas of increased neural activity. However, in fMRI scans, 

subjects are required to keep their heads immobile. Thus, if strong 

feelings were provoked, the human subjects would actively need to 

inhibit the urge to express them (i.e. they would need to suppress 

instinctual actions) if the technology is to work properly. For this 

reason, chemical PET imaging of brain functions is bound to be 

more effective for understanding lower RAGE circuits in humans. (my 

emphases)

Panksepp, Jaak; Biven, Lucy. The Archaeology of Mind: Neuroevolutionary Origins of Human (p. 159). W. W. Norton & Company. Kindle 
Edition. 
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SI-EMDR in Phase 3 Assessment

Expanded Protocol: Including Impulse awareness in Phase 3

• Image (could be a smell or a noise)

• NC

• PC with VoC

• Emotions with Suds and Body Location

• Impulses with Suds and Body Location
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Somatic Motor Interweaves
Example 1

You notice that the client is looking around the 
room during phase 4. 

What emotional action system is probably being 
activated?

What impulses are probably being inhibited?

What somatic motor interweave could you offer?

Why might  that enhance effective processing?
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Example 2

You notice your client is making fists during phase 4 
processing

What emotional action system is probably being activated?

What impulse could be beginning to express itself?

What somatic motor interweave could you offer?

Why might that enhance effective processing?PROPERTY OF EMDR UK 2022



Example 3

You notice your client starting to slump during 
phase 4 processing

What action in the defense cascade is being 
activated?

What impulse is beginning to express itself?

What somatic motor interweave could you 
offer?

Why might that enhance processing?PROPERTY OF EMDR UK 2022



Think…
• Small wins

• Safe to fail experiments

• Be curious about movement that you 
notice

• Begin to learn your own somatic 
counter-transference

• Get out the chair and move a bit

• Remember you are modelling what is 
acceptable in terms of the body

• Keep is simple, keep it safe, go for small 
wins

• Did I say small wins?
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See you next week/session

• Email your questions to rexbrangwyn@mac.com

• I will endeavour to address all your questions 

• I will do a longer, more in depth course, sometime this year. If that interests you, 
please contact me on the above email.

• Practice on your colleagues if you are not confident to ‘go in’ with clients.

• Just add Impulse to the assessment and the reassessment for simplest 
enhancement. PROPERTY OF EMDR UK 2022
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